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Hell

Things i enjoy

Responsive 
and human

Dynamic and 
ambitious

A passionnate 
dreamer ...

I am a 21 years old french student in the 3   year as a Digital 
Designer in ISD Rubika school of Valenciennes.

In order to involve myself, 
I’m looking for a  6 month internship.
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Background

Architect collaborator
2010-2013   A-Level diploma

2014-2015   Higher National Certi�cat
Design Communication, Space and Volume

Languages
French: Mother tongue       English: �uent TOEIC 515pts

Work experiences

Workshop leader at FabLab Antibes
Freelance: graphic ponctual work

Internships: 2 months in B.Tabet Architecture Cap d’Antibes
  2 months in planning department, mayor of Antibes

                        3 months in Beyond Exhibit the o�cial events entreprise of Canne’s congress place.

3D Softwares
Autodesk Alias Autostudio (surfacic)

3D studio Max (polygonal)
Google sketchup pro (volumic)

Rendering Softwares

3DS Max Vray 3.2
Autodesk VRED Pro

Artlantis studio

2D Softwares
Adobe suite

O�ce suite: Word - Excel...
Autocad 2015
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Packaging
The secondary packaging 
isn’t in direct contact with 
the product but it’s a 
fabulous tool for 
communicating over.

Higher National Certi�cat projects 

See more on: www.3dmodelisation.net

Showcase
The showcase shows the 
brand's universe and 
features the products sold 
inside to arouse strong 
desire to enter.

Exhibition stand
It is to attract new 
customers, to develop his 
image or be seen in the 
di�erent areas, the stand 
is a must in communication.

Display and safety
The visuals on the display 
add somes information
and communicate 
about the product.
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Architecture internships
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Interior design project: Mr. Genio bathroom’s

Home massage room



Freelance Work

Work experiences

One of my professional experience was
at NavLab of Antibes wich is specialised in boating.

Bruno Messin allowed me to lead a 3D workshop on Sketchup.

Logotype for Leonard de Vinci

Workshop leader on FabLab

Logotype for Candy Festival

Logotype for Fox Informatique

Logotype for shopaholics.fr 6



om-d em5 Mark II

global volume - images - plans - section lines

step 2: Curves network
placement box - canvas - curves

step 3: Surfacing
creating surfaces - continuity check

step 4: Rendering
real time - insertion

I learnt process modeling and basic skill’s modeling

step 1: Analysing
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E-M5 Mark II
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Olympus om-d em5 Mark II

As part of a class exercise, our �rst topic is the Olympus digital camera to made in Alias automotive studio.
Thanks to this �rst topic, I �nd my own modeling process and work method to be e�cient and quick.

Step 1: Object Analysis

First, I search all the images I need and 
orthographics views.

In second part,  I understand the global 
volume and I look for section lines.

Now I look for dimensions and I create placement box. 
Secondly, thanks to canvas, I am able to build  curves network to have the global volume of the object.

Step 2: Curves network
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Step 3: surfaces 

This step of surfacing is the last 
before rendering and real-time

that’s why it’s important to 
have tangence position for 

next step. 

In order to check the continuity 
between surfaces and verify if 
i’m in tangence i use zebra shader.

Process Modeling
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Rendering
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I made texturing thanks to VRED Design 
and add some e�ects in post-production with 
Photoshop CC 2015 because the original rendering request modi�cations.



contest: extreme vehicule

step 1: Brief and analysis
understand sketch - dialogue with the designer

step 2: Global volume
curves network - global surfaces

step 3: Rendering
real time - modi�cations - insertion

I learnt fondamental of sketch modeling
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Contest Honda race

Brief
                         Whether on water, air or that have a wheel, two wheels 
    or anything, imagine a futuristic extreme racing car for 2040 only
    using the force of gravity and wind.

Design by Lucas Mouftier
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Modeling

From the sketch provided by my designer, we validate a global volume.
  This volume will change and evolve thanks to 
   the sketch and exchanges that we have had.
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To start and prepare the vehicle, I had to create 
a launch pad. This includes a VIP areareserved for 
the press members and visitors on the upper walls. 
While the lower walls will be reserved technicians and  vehicle drivers.
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The univers

Side color and trim, I wanted to stay in the brand’s universe by taking 
both own Honda colors namely black and white.





Insertion

The idea of   the designer is to let go the vehicle of the top of a cli� and let act the gravity.
This gravity energy will be transformed and reused for repropulsing the vehicle. 
Finally, the vehicle is able to follow a path and race against other drivers.
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VOLKSWAGEN

step 1: Brief

understand the main ideas and the theme
step 2: Creat a universe

think in the future - be creative

step 3: Transform sketchs into 3D models
Adapt sketch into 3D

I learnt to work in group

understand the main ideas and the theme
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Volkswagen project

Our team will respond to the problematic: the electric luxury perspective for 2040.
The main idea is to highlight the electrical �ow to become a bargaining chip like oil today.

Design Team Manager
Maxime Barthélémy
Clément Fernandes

Timothée Seban
Adrien Séné

Executive designer
Benjamin Brioul
Simon Grytten

Digital design Manager
Pierre Joveneaux

Digital designer
Nathan Carmichael

Romain Lepleux
David Ovide

A new vision: a vehicule 
            exclusively for the downtown

Brief
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One of the concepts
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SpeedForm projects

Headphone AKG-K 701

As part of the master class, 
from modeling of Clement Mathy,

I must decline the AKG headphone 701
in 3 models to become familiar with 

the basics tools of SpeedForm.



Personnal concept car
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As part of an discovery exercice of SpeedForm software, we had 3 hours at 
the morning for sketch and imagine our own concept car. At the afternoon 
from some sketch i modeled and make some rendering test with VRED. 

My sketch help me to respect 
 symetrical proportions in order
to create a global volume.

                    The design has changed since some lines wasn’t possible 
to achieve in volume or doesn’t match with 3D.



Works in progress

Modeling on Alias Autostudio.

Picture of existant watch.

Watch HYT H1
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Work in progress
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Redered �rst test on VRED pro.



davidovide@gmail.com

Thanks for your time

+33 6 71 67 58 53


